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Customers or a server can 
take the food. Then, Penny 
automatically returns back 
to the kitchen.

www.BearRobotics.ai 

hi@bearrobotics.ai

Get started with Penny.
Go to our “Contact” page on the website or email 
hi@bearrobotics.ai. Our team will be in touch to help you: 

• Schedule a demo where you’ll see Penny in action.

• Set up a one-month pilot at your business. 

• Order Penny to start your subscription. 

What’s included in your subscription?
Penny works on a monthly subscription (with no upfront fees!). 
The subscription includes:

• Latest generation of Penny the Robot

• Robot set-up and mapping service of your business

• Initial employee training on how to use Penny

• Technical support and ongoing software updates

Drink service 
Say goodbye to 

balancing a tray full 
of drinks. Penny’s 

smooth driving 
ability means it 

can deliver several 
beverages at once.

Food running 
It’s what Penny was 

born to do. 
The  self-driving 

robot easily delivers 
food from the 

kitchen to your 
customers.

Bussing
Let Penny take the 

plates to the bussing 
station while your 

server asks how the 
table enjoyed 

their meal. 

Penny works in all food service:

• Restaurants

• Banquets / Catering

• Casinos

• Food courts

• Cafeterias 

• Universities

• Hospitals / Senior living centers

• And more!

An expeditor loads food and 
presses the table number on 

Penny’s tablet. 

Penny safely 
navigates to the table.

Penny returns 
and stands by for 
the next delivery. 

One Robot, Versatile Tray System



More Successful, Efficient Food Service
Say hi to Penny, your friendly robot for front-of-house. 

Penny is a self-driving robot that runs food, delivers drinks, and 
busses empty plates between kitchen and tables. Penny’s mission is 
to support people in food service to walk less, lift less, and earn more!

With Penny as a part of your team, servers will spend more time with 
customers, because Penny takes care of the rest!

Multi-Robot Traffic Control
Using more than one Penny in a large venue? Our tech coordinates 
multiple robots to work simultaneously and efficiently without 
extra monitoring.

Penny’s Key Features

Nimble Indoor Navigation
Agile, accurate, and accident-free 
self-driving tech for crowded restaurants.

Versatile Tray System
One adept robot can be turned into 
a food running bot, a drink service 
bot, and a bussing bot using 
swappable trays. 

Remote Monitoring & 
Support
On top of in-person support, 
Bear Robotics will provide 
remote troubleshooting and 
generate usage reports 
via a cloud system.

Robust Battery Life
Penny’s long-lasting battery 
means it can take on your night 
shifts, morning shifts, peak hours, 
and everything in between!  

What Penny Brings To You
Customers get a better guest experience. 
In our recent study, ~50% of diners said Penny 
improved their restaurant experience. Why? 
Because Penny lets your servers focus 100% on 
the customers, so guests will wait less and be fully 
attended. Plus, Penny motivates millennials and 
kids to return for the excitement and innovation.

Employees see less physical strain. 
Servers walk 5-9 miles a day for food running and 
bussing. We want to spare their time and energy 
for customer service. We also want to help you 
retain your best employees by making their daily 
work sustainable.

Owners and managers have a 
dependable staff member 24/7.
Penny is the employee that you can always 
count on and adds positive energy to your team. 
Running a restaurant should be less stressful and 
we believe Penny can help.

One touch sends
Penny to tables


